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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE FOURTH CIRCUIT 

In the Matter of 

Judicial Complaints 

Under 28 U.S . C. § 351 

* 

* 

* 

Nos. 04 - 15 - 90186 
04-15-90194 
04-15-90195 
04 - 15-90196 
04-15-90197 
04-15-90198 
04 - 15-90199 
04-15-90200 
04-15-90201 
04 - 15-90202 
04-15-90209 
04-15 - 90210 
04 - 15-90211 
04-15-90212 
04 - 15- 90213 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

These judicial complaints arise out of complainant's non

selection for certain magistrate judge vacancies. 

By prior order in this matter, the complaint against a retired 

judge was dismissed, and the ten remaining judges were asked to 

respond to complainant's claims that the judges routinely disregard 

well qualified African-American female applicants, select 

magistrate judges based upon favoritism and prior relationships, 

and afford unsuccessful candidates no opportunity to challenge the 

selection process . 

Complainant subsequently received notice that she had not been 

selected for a third vacancy, prompting her to file a supplement to 

her complaint and an additional complaint, in which she named five 

additional judges and brought the following additional claims: 
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• the judges retaliated against her after she sent the chief 
judge a letter complaining about the selection process and 
requesting information on filing a grievance; 

• the judges retaliated against her after she filed a 
judicial complaint by expeditiously filling the magistrate 
judge vacancy and deliberately sending complainant's 
rejection letter to her employment address, instead of her 
home address; and 

• the judges violated the confidentiality of the application 
process by intentionally sending the rejection letter to 
her employment address without marking the e nvelope 
"Confidential." 

Complainant' s initial complaint, as supplemented, and her 

additional complaint have been consolidated, and a separate number 

has been assigned for each judge named by complainant.* 

In light of this consolidation, the prior order in this matter 

is amended to request a joint response or individual responses from 

the fifteen judges named by complainant in her initial complaint, 

as supplemented, and her additional complaint . The response or 

responses should address all consolidated claims and should state 

whether the judges consent to service of the response or responses 

on complainant . If service is cons~nted to, the clerk will send 

copies to complainant. Responses to the consolidated claims are 

• Complainant also seeks to name members of the merit selection 
panels. However, the judicial complaint procedures apply only to 
federal judges and cannot be used to assert claims against other 
persons. See Rule S(d), Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial 
Disability Proceedings ("If the circuit clerk receives a complaint 
about a judge described in Rule 4 and a person not holding an 
office described in Rule 4, the clerk must accept the complaint 
under these Rules only with regard to the judge and must so inform 
the complainant."). 
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due 60 days from the date of this order, rather than 60 days from 

the December 15, 2015, order . 

The clerk shall send copies of the following to each judge, 

together with this order : 

• Initial complaint filed November 23 , 2015; 

• Supplement identifying named judges, filed December 7 , 
2015; 

• Chief Judge order requesting response, filed December 15, 
2015; 

• Supplement adding judges and claims, filed December 2 8 , 
2015; and 

• Additional complaint form filed December 28, 2015. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

WJ.l.~- h . c..-.;.c: :Ir~ 
William B . Traxler; 

Chief Judge 
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